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REVIEWS

The polar ocean and glacial cycles in
atmospheric CO2 concentration
Daniel M. Sigman1, Mathis P. Hain1,2 & Gerald H. Haug2,3

Global climate and the atmospheric partial pressure of carbon dioxide (pCO atm
2

) are correlated over recent glacial cycles, with
lower pCO atm

2
during ice ages, but the causes of the pCO atm

2
changes are unknown. The modern Southern Ocean releases deeply

sequestered CO2 to the atmosphere. Growing evidence suggests that the Southern Ocean CO2 ‘leak’ was stemmed during ice
ages, increasing ocean CO2 storage. Such a change would also have made the global ocean more alkaline, driving additional
ocean CO2 uptake. This explanation for lower ice-age pCO atm

2
, if correct, has much to teach us about the controls on current

ocean processes.

T
he oscillation over the last 2.5 million years between ice ages
(cold periods with large Northern Hemisphere ice sheets)
and interglacials (warmer periods like today with much less
northern ice) are probably triggered by orbital changes.

However, the observed amplitude and timing of these climate cycles
still awaits a full explanation. The observed variation in the atmo-
spheric partial pressure (that is, concentration) of CO2 (ref. 1 and
Fig. 1) may cause a substantial fraction of ice-age cooling, and its
climate forcing is distributed globally, which may help to explain why
ice ages are global, not simply regional, phenomena. In addition,
pCO atm

2
changes early in the sequence of glacial cycle events2, and it

may trigger subsequent feedbacks. However, the cause of the pCO atm
2

variation must be resolved if we are to understand its place in the
causal succession that produces glacial cycles.

The ocean is the largest reservoir of CO2 that equilibrates with the
atmosphere on the thousand-year timescale of glacial/interglacial
changes in pCO atm

2
, so the ocean must drive these changes3. CO2 was

more soluble in the colder ice-age ocean, which should have lowered
pCO atm

2
by ,30 p.p.m., but much of this appears to have been coun-

tered by other ocean changes (in salinity and volume) and a contrac-
tion in the terrestrial biosphere4. The most promising explanations
for the bulk of the pCO atm

2
decrease involve ocean biogeochemistry

and its interaction with the ocean’s physical circulation4. Biological
productivity in the ocean lowers pCO atm

2
through the ‘biological

pump’—the sinking of biologically produced organic matter out of
surface waters and into the voluminous ,4-km-thick ocean interior
before decomposition (‘regeneration’) of that organic matter back to
CO2. By transferring organic carbon out of the ,100-m-thick surface
layer of the ocean, the biological pump lowers the partial pressure of
CO2 in surface waters, which draws CO2 out of the atmosphere.
Moreover, the storage of regenerated CO2 in the deep sea focuses
acidity there. This reduces the burial of calcium carbonate in seafloor
sediments and thus makes the global ocean more alkaline, which
increases the solubility of CO2 in sea water, further lowering pCO atm

2

(Box 1).
Early in the quest to explain the reduction in pCO atm

2
during ice

ages, geochemists identified the potential importance of the high-
latitude surface ocean, especially the Southern Ocean, through its
effect on the global efficiency of the biological pump5–7. In the
Southern Ocean, the nutrient-rich and CO2-charged waters of the
deep ocean ascend into the surface layer and are returned to the

subsurface before the available pools of the two universally required
‘major’ nutrients, nitrogen and phosphorus, are fully used by phyto-
plankton (floating algae) for carbon fixation (because of their parallel
cycling, we do not distinguish between nitrogen and phosphorus
below, referring to them together simply as ‘‘nutrient’’8). This in-
complete use of nutrient allows for the escape of deeply sequestered

1Department of Geosciences, Guyot Hall, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA. 2DFG Leibniz Center for Earth Surface Process and Climate Studies, Institute for
Geosciences, Potsdam University, Potsdam D-14476, Germany. 3Geological Institute, Department of Earth Sciences, ETH Zürich, Zürich 8092, Switzerland.
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Figure 1 | Records of changing climate, atmospheric CO2, and Southern
Ocean conditions over the last 800 thousand years. a, A compilation of
benthic foraminiferal d18O records92 that reflect changes in continental
glaciation and deep ocean temperature. b, pCO atm

2
as reconstructed from

Antarctic ice cores93. c, Antarctic air temperature as reconstructed from the
deuterium content of an Antarctic ice core94. d, The sediment reflectance of
an Antarctic deep sea sediment record from Ocean Drilling Program (ODP)
site 1094 (ref. 95), which varies with the concentration of biogenic opal
produced by phytoplankton in the surface ocean, providing a measure of the
export of biogenic material (including organic carbon) out of the surface
ocean (see text). Grey bars indicate warm intervals (‘interglacials’).
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“In	 defence	 of	 the	 stra-fica-on	 hypothesis,	 the	 models’	
calcula.on	of	mixing	between	different	density	waters	in	the	
ocean	 interior	 is	highly	suspect,	and	yet	this	mixing	 is	central	

to	the	models’	tendency	for	inverse	behaviour	between	North	

Atlan-c	and	Antarc-c	overturning.	

	

The	 models	 can	 have	 too	 much	 deep	 mixing,	 and	 they	

generally	do	not	take	into	account	the	fact	that	more	energy	
is	required	to	mix	across	a	greater	density	difference.		
	
Deep	mixing	may	be	the	Achilles’	heel	of	the	models	that	has	
prevented	 them	 from	capturing	a	 climate	 change	 that	 greatly	

decreases	the	global	demand	for	new	deep	water.”	
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Local	and	remote	-dal	mixing	
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PHYSICAL PROBLEM

low-intensity microstructure. Turbulent dif-
fusivity values for the central Brazil Basin
were about 0.1 3 1024 m2 s21. We ob-
served just a slight enhancement in the
mixing over the rise within 100 m of the
bottom, most likely a result of boundary
layer turbulence. These small dissipation
estimates were surprising in that a bottom-
intensified deep western boundary current
flows above the rise (albeit at speeds of only
about 2 cm s21) that has been implicated in
mixing Brazil Basin waters (13). In contrast,
turbulent dissipation rates were elevated
one to two orders of magnitude above the
rough flanks of the MAR, particularly with-
in 300 m of the bottom.

We repeatedly sampled one spur of the
MAR with the HRP between 3 and 20
February, 1996, a period encompassing both
spring and neap tides. Turbulent diffusivity

values in this region were consistently
greater than 1024 m2 s21 within 300 m of
the bottom; within 150 m, some values
exceeded 1023 m2 s21 (Fig. 3). This region
of rough topography was chosen as the trac-
er release site. Approximately 110 kg of SF6
was released during an 8-day period on a
density surface at about 4010 m depth near
21°409S, 18°259W (Fig. 1) (14). The initial
root-mean-square vertical spread of the
tracer relative to the target density surface,
resulting from shifts in sensor calibration
between tows, was about 9 m. Tracer con-
centration broadened in the 11 days after
injection (Fig. 4). Application of a diffusion
model (15) returned a diapycnal diffusivity
value of 0.5 3 1024 6 0.5 3 1024 m2 s21.
On the basis of the 39 HRP stations made
in this region, we estimate that K between
3960 and 4060 m was 0.3 3 1024 to 0.6 3

1024 m2 s21 (95% confidence bounds). Al-
though a K value close to zero cannot be
ruled out by the tracer data, the best esti-
mate is consistent with those from the
HRP.

The microstructure data show that mix-
ing was enhanced throughout much of the
water column in regions with rough topog-
raphy. Turbulence supported directly by
bottom stress is limited to boundary layers
that are typically only tens of meters high.
That mixing occurs remote from the bot-
tom implicates wave processes that can
transport energy up from the bottom.
Steady and time-dependent bottom cur-
rents flowing over undulating bathymetry
can generate internal waves that propagate
up into the water column (16). Subsequent
instability and breaking of such waves
would provide an energy source for the tur-
bulent mixing. Consistent with this idea,
enhanced fine-scale shear and strain (17)
were observed above rough bathymetry. We
propose that the energy source for the inter-
nal waves supporting the mixing near the
MAR is the barotropic tides impinging on
the rough bathymetry of the ridge. (Mean

Fig. 1. Distribution of HRP
stations (triangles) in the Bra-
zil Basin of the South Atlantic
Ocean. Isobaths greater than
2000-m depth are depicted
with a contour interval of
1000 m. The expanded scale
plot to right shows the ship
tracks during injection of the
SF6 tracer (solid lines). The
dashed lines mark the sam-
pling tracks of the initial trac-
er survey.
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Fig. 3. Profiles of average cross-isopycnal diffu-
sivity versus depth as a function of position rel-
ative to a spur of the MAR (whose bathymetry is
shown versus latitude). Diffusivity profiles have
been offset horizontally to roughly correspond to
their physical position relative to the spur and are
plotted on a logarithmic axis. The tick marks and
color scheme denote decadal intervals, and the
vertical reference lines denote K 5 1025 m2 s21.
The 95% confidence intervals are roughly 650%
of the depicted estimates. The horizontal line
marks the average depth at which the SF6 tracer
was injected.
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Fig. 2. Depth-longitude section of cross-isopycnal diffusivity in the Brazil Basin inferred from velocity
microstructure observations. Note the nonuniform contour scale. Microstructure data from the two
quasi-zonal transects have been combined without regard to latitude. The underway bathymetric data
to 32°W is from the eastward track, the balance comes from the westward track. The white line marks
the observed depth of the 0.8°C surface.
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Figure 2: Depth-longitude section of turbulent diffusivity across the Brazil Basin. The diffusivity was
estimated from velocity microstructure data along two longitudinal transects sampled in 1996. The
white line marks the 0.8¶C isotherm. From Polzin et al. (1997).

These observations meant that assumptions of uniform diffusivity and upwelling and the

restriction to a few local property profiles were no longer justified. To estimate large-scale

mean diffusivities, Munk and Wunsch (1998) considered the horizontally-averaged density

balance of the 40¶S-48¶N ocean domain, between 1,000 and 4,000 m depth, under given

boundary transports. Assuming the northern plus southern inflow of dense waters below

4,000 m depth to be 30 Sv, and that all of it upwells across density surfaces to 1,000 m depth,

they obtained a mean vertical profile of the diffusivity (Fig. 3). The mean diffusivity was found

to be almost independent of depth and just over 10≠4 m2 s≠1. Though matching the previous

estimate of Munk (1966), the value was no more interpreted as a uniformly-acting diffusivity

but rather as an effective diffusivity resulting from concentrated density fluxes along bound-

aries.

12

Depth-longitude	transect	of	

turbulent	diffusivity	across	

the	Brazil	Basin.	

	

From	Polzin	et	al.	(1997).	
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•  Remote:	tuneable	background	K
z
	(≈	10-5	m2

s
-1
).	

–  Independent	of	ocean	state.	
– No	control	on	(evolving)	energy	required	to	maintain	

such	background	mixing.	

	

•  Local:	bohom-intensified	mixing	energy.	

– 2D	map	of	locally-dissipa-ng	internal	-de	energy	(qE).	

– Fixed	(exponen-al)	ver-cal	energy	structure	(F).	
	

K
z
	=	0.2

	
qE

	
F
	
/
	
ρN

2	

Old	prac-ce	in	global	ocean	models	



•  No	background	diffusivity.	
	

•  All	mixing	comes	from	known	energy	sources.	

– Read	sta-c	2D	maps	of	power	input	to	internal	-des.	

– Redistribute	this	power	within	simulated	stra-fica-on.	

– Deduce	Kz	from	local	dissipa-on	ε	via	a	standard	

turbulent	closure	(e.g.	zero	order,	Kz	=	R
f
	ε	/	N

2
).	

New	schemes	

Eden	and	Olbers	2014,	de	Lavergne	et	al.	2020	



Online	vs	offline	strategy	

GENERATION																		offline																						offline	

PROPAGATION															online																						offline	

2D	DISSIPATION													online																						offline	

	

Eden	and	Olbers	

2014	

de	Lavergne	et	al.	

2020	

Internal	-de	

lifecycle	stage	

3D	DISSIPATION													online																						online	

interac.vity					vs					accuracy	
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Mode-by-mode	tracking	of	energy	from	sources	to	sinks	
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Evolu-on	 equa-on	 for	 a	 given	 mode’s	 column-integrated	

energy	E(t,x,y,φ):	
	

	

D:	energy	sinks.	
G:	angle-	and	posi-on-dependent	genera-on	rate	of	considered	
mode.	

F:	horizontal	energy	transport	by	modal	group	velocity:	

	
	

Ø  60	maps:					
								

5	ver-cal	modes	(1	to	5)	

																											x				3	-dal	cons-tuents	(M
2
,	S

2
	and	K

1
)		

																											x				4	dissipa-ve	processes.	

TOWARDS A PARAMETERIZATION OF INTERNAL WAVE-DRIVEN MIXING

geographical position x̨ = (x, y) and angle of energy propagation „ (Eden and Olbers 2014):

ˆtE + divx̨,„ F̨ = S ≠ D (V.1)

where F̨ = c̨gE is the horizontal energy transport by the modal group velocity c̨g, D encapsu-

lates energy sinks and S is the angle- and position-dependent generation rate of the considered

mode. Note that the divergence of F̨ includes both position (propagation) and angle (refraction

or reflection) terms. Eden and Olbers (2014) solved equation (V.1) for the M2 tidal constituent

using the WOCE hydrographic climatology (Gouretski and Koltermann 2004) and the follow-

ing principal choices:

• The first few modes can be grouped into one evolution equation. Because mode 1 is

expected to dominate, the group speed and estimated dissipation rates of mode 1 are

used.

• The energy source S is taken as one-half the internal tide generation rate estimated by

Nycander (2005), and uniformly distributed in angle.

• Dissipation is parameterized by three terms reflecting three (groups of) processes: (1)

a non-linear term representing interaction with, and energy transfer to, higher-mode

internal waves, evaluated via a transfer integral describing resonantly interacting waves;

(2) an attenuation term for the scattering of the internal tide off abyssal hills, based on

Müller and Xu (1992); (3) a fixed e-folding attenuation time of 7 days within 300 km of

coastlines, representing dissipation at continental slopes and shelves.

They find that triadic wave instabilities (also referred to as parametric subharmonic instabil-

ity) equatorward of 28.8¶ latitudes and scattering through reflection against rough ocean floor

are the dominant sinks of low mode energy, attenuating the M2 internal tide over O(1 day)

timescales. As a result, they obtain weak sensitivity to the slower, spatially more restricted

coastal attenuation. Nonetheless, the estimated rates of open-ocean attenuation contrast with

in-situ (Alford et al. 2007; MacKinnon et al. 2013b) and satellite (Zhao and Alford 2009; Zhao

et al. 2016) observations of long-range propagation of the first-mode internal tide, whose typ-

ical decay time appears to exceed 10 days even in the latitude zone where parametric subhar-

monic instability is active.

124

Tracking	low	modes	from	sources	to	sinks	

energy sinks (section 5). Limitations and perspectives are discussed in the concluding section.115

Details about the treatment of interactions with topographic slopes are provided in Appendix116

A. The rationale for choosing a Lagrangian—rather than Eulerian—propagation scheme is ex-117

posed in Appendix B.118

119

2. Method120

2.1 Strategy121

Consider internal waves of given tidal frequency and vertical mode number. Their column-122

integrated energy E is a function of time t, geographical position ~r = (x, y), and angle � of the123

horizontal wavevector ~kh. The energy evolution is governed by (Eden and Olbers 2014)124

@tE + div~r,�
~F = G�D , (1)

where ~F = ~cgE is the horizontal energy transport by modal group velocity ~cg, G is the position-125

and angle-dependent generation rate of the considered mode, and D encapsulates energy sinks.126

Note that divergence of ~F includes both position (propagation) and angle (refraction or reflec-127

tion) terms. Since ~cg is parallel to ~kh, � represents the direction of energy propagation in the128

horizontal.129

Our objective is to map the steady-state dissipation D(x, y). Because propagation and dissipa-130

tion depend on the frequency and mode number of the internal tide, we separately consider each131

mode of the three most energetic tidal constituents—M2, S2 and K1 (Egbert and Ray 2003).132

We exploit the mode-partitioned generation estimates of Falahat et al. (2014b) (section 2.2),133

7
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Diffusivity	distribu-on	
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Comparison	with	microstructure	data	

18	projects,	1155	profiles	



Comparison	with	microstructure:	Brazil	Basin	

microstructure	

this	study	
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Figure 8: Project-average microstructure profiles (black) compared to parameterized profiles (blue).
Parameterized profiles are obtained by sampling the global distribution of internal tide energy dissipation
at the location and depths of each available microstructure profile. Thin lines delimitate 95% confidence
intervals from bootstrapping. Project locations are shown in Fig. 7.
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Comparison	with	microstructure:	profiles	
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Comparison	with	microstructure:	scaher	

83%	



Comparison	with	finestructure	(Argo)	



Comparison	with	finestructure	(ship)	



Comparison	with	finestructure	

Kunze	(ship)																												Whalen	(Argo)	

93%	86%	



1.  	Progress:	new	.dal	mixing	schemes	
-  Ra-onale	

-  Impact	in	global	ocean	simula-on	

-  Comparison	to	mixing	observa-ons	

2.  	Challenges:	
-  Wind-induced	iner-al	oscilla-ons	

-  Submesoscale	instabili-es	

-  Numerical	mixing	
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Wind-induced	iner-al	oscilla-ons	

•  Large	source	of	mixing	at	base	of	mixed	layer,	weak	

source	below.	

o  Alford	2020:	power	into	deep	mixing	~ 0.1	TW	

•  Ad	hoc	parameteriza-ons	exist	for	mixing	near	the	

base	of	the	mixed	layer:	

o  Jochum	et	al.	2013:	amplifica-on	of	resolved	shear	in	

surface	boundary	layer	module	(resolu-on	dependent)	

o  NEMO:	imposed	ver-cal	profile	of	TKE,	func-on	of	

surface	TKE	(not	energy	constrained)	

•  Challenge:	parameteriza-ons	must	be	interac-ve	

with	atmosphere	(online).	



Submesoscale	currents	

•  Submesoscale	(<	20	km)	flows	are	abundant	in	

the	ocean	interior.	

o  Siegelman	et	al.	2020:	energe-c	submesoscales	in	

Southern	Ocean	interior	down	to	900	m	

o  Naveira	Garabato	et	al.	2019:	submesoscale	

instabili-es	in	bohom	boundary	currents	

	

•  Several	effects	(restra-fica-on,	ver-cal	mixing,	

isopycnal	mixing)	that	might	require	separate	

parameteriza-ons.	

•  No	parameteriza-on	available	for	OGCMs	yet,	

except	for	restra-fica-on	by	mixed-layer	

eddies	(Fox-Kemper	et	al.	2008).	



Numerical	mixing	

•  Progress	in	mapping	and	understanding	spurious	

mixing	due	to	discre-za-on	of	advec-on.	

o  Holmes	et	al.	2021:	spurious	mixing	depends	on	

resolu-on,	viscosity,	explicit	mixing	

	

•  Adap-ve	ver-cal	coordinates	and	improved	

advec-on	schemes	are	promising	pathways	to	

reduce	spurious	mixing.	

o  Griffies	et	al.	2020:	Lagrangian-remap	coordinate	

•  Many	models	s-ll	have	large	amounts	of	

numerical	mixing	that	can	exceed	the	explicit	

mixing	in	the	ocean	interior.	
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